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Mistreatment comes in 
many shades and shapes



CLASS Charge and Deliverables
Organize and oversee a review of the overall culture and climate in CSE

● Select the third party conducting the assessment for final approval by the Dean

● Assist and advise the third party in conducting the assessment

● Assist CSE in devising an implementation plan for the recommendations

● Identify assessment tools and recommendations applicable wider in the CoE

● Work with the Dean’s Office to engage stakeholders in the process

Outcome

● A final report of the CSE climate assessment performed by a third party

● A list of specific recommended actions to improve culture and climate of CSE



CLASS does NOT : 

Replace any existing functions 

• Any allegations or subsequent disciplinary or HR actions taken as a result will be 
handled according to U-M processes

Implement change at CSE

• Implementation of recommendations or additional trainings or assessments is the 
responsibility of CSE, the College or the University

Communicate to external parties

• Communication from the CSE is the responsibility of the CSE division and its Chair



CLASS Communications

We seek active communication with the CSE community to

• Inform about progress  

• Share findings 

Communication means

• E-mail updates

• Invitations to participate in the assessment 

• All-community meetings 



Criteria for third party conducting the survey 
Conforming to the College of Engineering values:
• Leadership and excellence in the process of improving climate and culture

• Creativity, innovation and daring in creating opportunities to be heard, 
influence the process and change

• Diversity, equity and social impact as a core value guiding the change process

• Embracing collegiality and collaboration
• Transparency and trustworthiness including showing respect while openly and 

honestly sharing diverse perspectives

Experience in:
• Working constructively with academic communities

• Educational environments with diverse and underrepresented populations



Timeline

February 12 Committee Kick-Off
March Firm Selection, Scope of work
April Data gathering, interviews, Assessment & other work
May Interviews continue
June Preliminary findings and CSE community meeting
July Final report and recommendations



Climate and Culture
Why?
Who?
What?



CLIMATE
Individual perception and cognitive 
representation of the environment
Shared perception of the way 
things are around here
Recurring patterns of behavior, attitudes 
and feelings that characterize life 

CULTURE
Shared by all or most members, 

older members pass on to the younger
Shapes behavior, structures, and 

perceptions of the world 
Values, symbols, heroes, and rituals 

Deep and stable 

Organizational culture vs climate

WORKPLACE



goals and expectations 
bond over project challenges and accomplishments
realistic and not out of reach yet not easy and continually met
chance to grow professionally
both public and private 
working toward a common goal 

Clarity
Commitment
Standards

Responsibility
Recognition
Teamwork

Elements of good work climate

LEADERSHIP



curious and focused 
eye contact, space, voice 
understanding and empathy
humor and friendliness
diversity of opinions  
one's success is everybody's success 

Active listening
Non-verbal communication

Caring
Positive attitude

Openmindedness
Celebration

Elements of good work climate

EVERYONE



Do I want to be part of the change?



Do I want to be part of the change?

q Yes. I care about the department and want to create 
an environment where I and others can feel included and safe.

q Maybe. But I feel uncomfortable discussing such things, 
and this takes time that I really don't have.

q No. I have done nothing wrong and it is none of my business. 
Whoever created this mess can clean it up.



Successful Change Depends on You

Why? Success depends on having everyone
engaged in the process

Who? Everyone

What? Provide feedback, participate in assessment, 
engage in constructive and forward-looking 
interaction

Thank you!


